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Society news
Meetings

On June 3 Duncan Waldron gave a talk on some applications of astrophotography, mentioning some of the new techniques employed at ROE. On July 1 James
Shepherd explained some of the finer points of meteor photography then showed the first results of the Noctilucent Clouds of the previous evening, with an all-
sky lens. On Aug. 5 Mr N. Bethune of the Radio Society gave a talk on how radio amateurs use meteors, the moon and satellites for communication. Ron Veitch
gave a well-researched talk on Sept. 2, on the finding of Neptune, revealing the chain of unfortunate circumstances which hindered its discovery in Britain. The
new winter session began on Oct. 7 with a lecture by Dr Peter Brand of the Department of Astronomy, Edinburgh, on violent activity in galaxies.

Council

James Shepherd has been appointed Director of the Observatory in place of Gerry Taylor to whom the Society is grateful for many years of sterling service.
Duncan Waldron is the new Assistant Director. James and his helpers are to be congratulated again on the fine exhibition and slide-tape presentation at the
Observatory over the Festival. There were over 4000 visitors.

During the past few months our Council has been involved in negotiations with the District Council and the Royal Scottish Museum about the Fraunhofer transit
circle and the big altazimuth circle. These instruments, which were purchased by Government grants in the 1830s, are apparently still State property and will
eventually be removed for restoration by Museum staff. The long-term plans for the public display of the instruments, and for the development of the
observatory complex, will be under discussion for some considerable time, perhaps several years. Society members should not, however, be misled by
statements which have appeared in the press from time to time. The Society is not, for example, at loggerheads with the Museum.

Societies

A meeting of the Scottish Astronomers' Group (SAG) was held at Calton Hill on July 23, devoted mainly to meteors in preparation for the Perseids. The main
speakers were Tony Markham, Neil Bone and Alastair McBeath. James Shepherd and Robert McNaught showed and discussed Dr Mike Hapgood's meteor
videos, the highlight of the day. Dave Gavine, who presided, spoke briefly at the end on recent noctilucent cloud events.
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Another good SAG meeting took place on Oct. 28, hosted by the Largs branch of ASTRA, but it was poorly attended by other societies. Neil Bone, James
Shepherd and Dave Gavine represented our Society. The meeting was devoted to the life and work of General Sir Thomas Makdougall Brisbane, a famous
astronomer and Governor of New South Wales. One of his observatories was on the Brisbane estate near Largs, and the ruins of this, and the great meridian
pillars, were explored before the meeting. James then gave the annual report of the Society, and after the other reports Ron Williams and John Bonsor of
ASTRA gave an account of the life and astronomical work of Sir Thomas. Dave Gavine ended with a short talk on the Dunecht Observatory. A presentation was
made to the Largs Historical Society of the set of Perseid observations made from the old Brisbane site, to mark its "resurrection" to astronomical activity.

An Out-of-London Meeting of the Junior Astronomical Society was held at Calton Hill on Sept. 24. The President welcomed the many delegates on behalf of
the Society then handed over proceedings to Dr David Dewhirst, President of JAS. Mr Guy Fennimore then conducted the meeting. First Mrs Enid Lake, editor
of Popular Astronomy, spoke on the running of the Society and the production of the magazine, Neil Bone spoke on aurora observing; then after tea Dr Fiona
Vincent of Dundee gave a lecture on the Asteroids. Robin Scagell spoke briefly on solar observing, Alastair McBeath of Morpeth described how to observe
meteors. Thanks are due to Neil Bone for much behind-the-scenes organisation, to James for the tea and lay-out of the observatory for the meeting, and to
Russell Eberst for conducting delegates round ROE in the forenoon.

Other news

Dr Gavine has received a grant from the Royal Society to assist in arranging and transferring the Balfour Stewart auroral archives from Edinburgh to Aberdeen
Universities. These cover the period from before the International Geophysical Year of 1957-58 up to 1975, when the late James Paton, the eminent Director of
the BAA Auroral Section, was in charge of the project for Western Europe. The archive contains the observations of many amateurs, among them Mr W.
Merson and Mr J. Inglis of Edinburgh. Dave was fascinated to see again all the observations by himself and his colleagues in Dundee Astronomical Society
from nearly 25 years ago.

We have received the publications of the Astronomical Association of Ireland; and of the Natal Centre of the Astronomical Society of South Africa, thanks to
Mr Peter Cramb, their secretary, who visited Calton Hill in the summer. Our thanks to them, they will receive our Journal in exchange.

A letter to the editor
Dept. of Molecular Biology, 
King's Buildings, 
University of Edinburgh.

Dear Sir,

I write to comment on the success of the recent JAS meeting, held at the City Observatory on Saturday September 24. This was very well attended by some 55
JAS members and others. Indeed, the meeting attracted people from as far afield as Orkney and Cornwall. Sadly, very few of those present were members of
ASE. Considering the distances travelled by some, this was something of a disappointment, but perhaps past experience of such shocking apathy at the previous
year's BAA Out-of-London meeting should have prepared us for this.
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I should like to express my thanks to Messrs Eberst and Shepherd for their efforts, which ensured that morning and afternoon sessions went smoothly. I hope
that we shall be able to host a similarly successful meeting, with increased local participation perhaps, in the future.

Yours, 
Neil Bone.

Small ad
Free, to a good home - B.A.A. Lunar Section Circulars 1973-1980, all good stuff, ideal for budding lunar observers & sketchers. Apply to Dave Gavine.

About the ASE Journal
to the Astronomer Royal for Scotland for generous use of ROE facilities, to Ray Fenoulhet for assistance in the production, and to Neil Bone for help in
preparing illustrations.

EDITOR: Dr. D. Gavine, 29 Coillesdene Crescent, Edinburgh EH15 2JJ. tel. 031 657 2338.

Observations
by Gavin Ramsay

114 mm reflector.
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Observing report
by Neil Bone

Recent months have been busy ones for the active observers in the Society, with a good noctilucent cloud season, the brief visibility of Comet IRAS-Araki-
Alcock, and exceptional coverage of the Perseids, for which a more extensive report appears elsewhere in this issue.

Noctilucent clouds

With the noticeable decline of sunspot activity, it was expected that noctilucent clouds (NLC) would be seen quite frequently during the summer months, and
this proved to be the case. Observers in Scotland are particularly interested in NLC as a phenomenon occurring just below the auroral layer in the atmosphere, at
heights of 82-85 km (about 50 miles). Such clouds are far above the troposphere, where the highest "normal" clouds (cirrus) have a maximum height of about
10 km. Several ASE members kept a watch for NLC this summer, and were well rewarded for their vigilance; sightings were reported by W. Merson, D.
Waldron, J. Shepherd, D. Gavine, N. Bone and J. Rostron.

June 12-13 produced a display of NLC seen extensively over the UK, as far south as Sussex! Here in Edinburgh only low, fairly structureless bands were visible,
but dark cloud across the northern sky was a problem. The summer's best display, again widely seen, was that of June 30-July 1. In the early evening this display
extended past Polaris! Much fine structure was visible, continually changing in detail with changing solar illumination. The considerable extent of this NLC
display is underlined by James Shepherd's observation of NLC to the SW of the sky just before dawn; normally NLC is restricted to the north of the sky.

A further display was noted late on the night of July 5-6 by Dave Gavine, Russell Eberst and Neil Bone. The same observers recorded low, bright bands on
July 15-16. A quite major display was seen just before dawn on July 22-23 by Dave Gavine and Robert McNaught, and Duncan Waldron saw low bands of NLC
on July 27-28.

Issue no. 6 of the Journal outlined some professional NLC studies being conducted by Dr M. Gadsden of Aberdeen University. Amateur astronomers can
become usefully-involved in this work by taking precisely-timed photographs using cameras on fixed brackets. Dave Gavine has been involved in this
triangulation project, and successfully obtained parallactic photographs with Dr Simmons of Milngavie on June 30-July 1. Several other observers obtained
excellent photographs of NLC during the summer: members may have seen these at recent meetings.

Aurorae

A couple of active aurorae were seen in August, and members are advised to watch for further displays in coming months. Late in the night of Aug 8-9 Neil
Bone saw rayed aurora to maximum altitude (/) 35° from Campbeltown. Bundles of auroral rays were also seen to /35° from Campbeltown on Aug 12-13, and
auroral light was noted behind cloud to the north by Nora Jenkinson's active observing group during their meteor watch on this night from Haddington. On
Oct 28-29 Neil Bone saw a homogeneous arc but Dave Gavine in the Joppa haze could only see the light with a 5577 Å filter. Owen Pearson has just set up a
"jam-jar" magnetometer which, like that of Ron Livesey, has already detected some recent magnetic storms, coinciding, unfortunately, with bright moonlight. A
useful addition to the aurora team!
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The sun

Solar observations by Gavin Ramsay (114 mm reflector, x45 & x150) and Neil Bone (40 mm OG, x30) gave the following mean daily frequencies of sunspots:
May 3.50 (1.0N, 2.5S); June 3.10 (1.0N, 3.08S); July 2.50 (1.0N, 1.5S). Sunspot numbers certainly show a marked decline from the corresponding parts of
1982, when the MDF was in the range 4.0 to 5.0.

Comet IRAS-Araki-Alcock

Independently discovered in early May by the Infrared Astronomy Satellite and two amateur comet-hunters, this comet attracted much public interest, appearing
as a bright, fairly large naked-eye object. The comet passed within 0.03 A.U. of the Earth, and as a result had a considerable apparent motion. An unfortunate
consequence of this was that the time of favourable visibility was restricted to about a week for observers at our latitude, and thanks to a spell of poor weather,
the comet was seen for only a short time on one night - May 9-10, the night before closest approach - by Edinburgh observers, high to the north in Ursa Minor.

The comet presented the appearance of an oval "smudge" of magnitude about 3, with an overall diameter of some 2° in binoculars. A small, bright nucleus was
obvious near the north-eastern edge. Gavin Ramsay's sketch, made with a 114 mm reflector at x45 clearly shows this, as do photographs by Michael Dickson
(Ektachrome 400) and Dave Gavine and Neil Bone (Ilford HP 5). Measurements from the latter's negative gave the following positions:

     2228 UT    RA. 15h 37m    Dec +73.8    1950.0 
     2307           15h 31m        +74.2    1950.0 

From these, a very rapid westward movement of 0.58° in 39 minutes is indicated!

A second (coincidentally) close-approaching comet, Sugano-Saigusa-Fujikawa (1983e) eluded observers a few weeks later in early June, having apparently
faded suddenly from its predicted brightness.

Other observations

The variable star R Coronae Borealis has recently undergone one of its very deep fades, having been "normal" at about mag 6 for the last 3 years. Sadly, no-one
seems to have taken up the challenge of observing any of the stars - including R CrB - for which charts were given in Journal no. 4.

Gavin Ramsay has been putting his 114 mm reflector to very good use lately, and some of his drawings of deep-sky objects are shown here. A selection of these
were published in The Astronomer, October issue. Gavin has also observed the planets Jupiter, Saturn and Venus, and his sketches show the change of Venus'
phase from gibbous to crescent between May 14 and 19. Recently, he has been experimenting with guided photographs of the sky on colour film, the camera
riding "piggyback" on the telescope. Another of our keen young members, Michael Dickson, has obtained some good slides of the moon and some
constellations. President Dave Gavine has also been experimenting with astrophotography lately, and has a very fine spectrum of Vega on Ektachrome 400, as
well as some constellation shots with a sodium filter.

Mystery object competition
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A small prize awaits the member who contributes the best observation of our mystery object, located at RA 5h 35m, Dec -4° 30'. You'll need binoculars or a
small telescope. The competition is open to all (amateur) members, and entries should be sent to the Editor. Further observational contributions from members
would also be most welcome for future issues of the Journal.

The 13-inch Cox reflector
by Jack Heeley

Work has begun on the restoration of the Cox telescope which resides in the wooden dome behind the main observatory building. Both the telescope and the
dome are in an ill state of repair, having been permitted to decline over the years. However, neither the telescope nor the dome are unsound. There are two
'levels' of restoration activity going on at present. One involves bringing the telescope up to a standard functionally (i.e. cleaning, oiling, minor repairs, re-
coating the secondary etc). Our aim is to have the telescope ready functionally by the new year thus making it available for use on the planets in the spring. The
second aim is to restore the telescope to something like its original condition. This involves removing layers of paint and verdigris, removing old screws from
the wooden tube, filling screw holes, preparing, staining and varnishing the tube. This is a longer term job (at least two man-hours per square foot of the tube)
and although we hope to have done most of the work by the new year it is probable that work will continue for some time into the new year. All offers of help
will be greatly appreciated.

Astrophotography
by Duncan Waldron

In the SAG Newsletter No.2, I gave some brief suggestions for anyone wishing to try their hand at astronomical photography. I would like now to try and
expand upon that article and explore particular areas of astrophotography, based upon my own (somewhat limited) experience. I intend to separate this
discussion into two fields of interest:

1. photography with camera and normal lenses
2. photography through the telescope

Beginning with the first of these two fields, the sort of things we can tackle are: aurora, meteors, noctilucent cloud, starfields and constellations and (with
telephoto lenses) comets and some of the larger, brighter clusters and nebulae.

The Aurora

This is perhaps the area I am most familiar with, having been lucky enough to have seen several excellent displays over the last 18 months or so. Using a 35 mm
camera, I have employed the standard lens (50 mm) and a 28 mm wideangle. Both of these lenses have maximum apertures of f/2, and so are well suited to
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photographing the aurora with reasonably short exposure times. With an aurora of brightness II, and fast black and white film (either Kodak Tri-X, or Ilford
HP5), I have found exposure times of around 15 seconds at f/2 to be adequate. However, since I process my own film, I normally give extended development, in
order to gain greater speed and higher contrast. It may therefore be necessary to increase the exposure time if commercial processing labs are being used. If the
display is a particularly active one, you may need to give a shorter exposure than usual to avoid blurring features, eg rays which are moving quickly. If you are
using BW film, this can be compensated for to some extent at the printing stage, but if transparency film is being used, you will have to accept an underexposed
slide.

So far, I have talked mainly about Tri-X and HP5, but these are not the only ones suitable for auroral work. I have had success with slower film - Kodak Plus-X
- albeit on a fairly bright display and with extended development again. I found that in this instance the advantages of the slower film were twofold: the grain in
the negative was of course finer, and in addition, the negatives were more contrasty than those on the faster film.

When shooting on BW film, the exposure latitude, ie the acceptable range of exposures for a printable negative, is reasonably wide. When using colour
transparency film however, the exposure must be more accurate in order to obtain a good result; if it is overexposed, nothing can be done to replace lost detail,
although an underexposed slide could be copied to brighten it up a bit. Other than this, the foregoing remarks about exposure apply equally to colour film. The
best colour film for the purpose would seem to be Kodak Ektachrome 400, which is the same speed as the fast BW films quoted, but it, may be worth
experimenting with some of the new films that have appeared on the market recently, eg the Kodak 'VR' range (VR1000, 400, 200) all of which produce colour
prints, or the 3M 1000 ASA colour slide film. According to James Shepherd, the latter seems to have quite good colour and reciprocity characteristics, although
with quite a grainy emulsion.

Meteors

Meteor photography is a completely different ball game. It is not a case of pointing the camera at something which is already there; rather, you have to aim your
camera at the part of the sky where you think (or hope!) that a meteor or meteors will appear. It is therefore more expensive on film than auroral photography,
but by concentrating on the major annual showers (Perseids, Orionids and Geminids - the latter produce good photographic meteors) your chances of success
will be increased. If attempting to photograph a shower, then you should direct your camera at an altitude of around 50°, and about 40°_50° away from the
radiant. In this way, any meteors that enter the camera frame will be sufficiently far from the radiant to produce a reasonably long trail. Meteors close to the
radiant are usually disappointing, because of their apparent short path.

The usual comments about maximum lens aperture still apply, although an f/2.8 wideangle is probably more useful than a standard lens of f/2, since it can cover
a much greater area of sky, with a correspondingly greater chance of capturing meteors. Regarding film, it has become standard practice to use either HP5 or
Tri-X, making it easier to compare results from different observers.

Exposure times will vary depending on the observing site, eg from a dark site in the country well away from artificial lights exposures of more than 20 minutes
should be possible. The main drawback with lengthy exposures is that star trails tend to merge together, making identification of meteor trails more difficult.
Within a town, or anywhere near sodium lighting, you may have to limit exposures to about 10 minutes, to avoid excessive fogging on the negative. These
figures may of course need modification, in accordance with the lens aperture and experimentation will be the only way to find out what is best for your own
working conditions.

One of the most frustrating problems for the meteor photographer is lens dewing. This can occur when observing from a sheltered site, or on a windless night,
since even a slight breeze normally prevents the formation of dew. One way of keeping dew away is to use a fairly deep lenshood, but this is not infallible. The
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best way is to use some sort of 'dew-heater' around the lens. Again, James Shepherd has achieved success with an arrangement of resistors soldered together and
taped around the lens. By using a car battery as the power source, the resistors produce about one watt of heat, which is quite sufficient to keep dew away.

Noctilucent cloud (NLC)

Occurring as it does, in the twilit summer months, NLC is what the auroral observer usually concentrates on when the sky is too bright to see the faint arcs and
rays. It is a much brighter phenomenon than the aurora, and is therefore easier to record. Slower films can be used, with finer grain and higher inherent contrast
(I have even used Kodak Panatomic-X - 32 ASA!). Also, previous remarks about maximum lens aperture are not so important here, since NLC does not move
markedly over a short space of time. This means that longer exposures with a slower lens would be possible - f/5.6 would not be out of the question, for
example.

Exposure values for NLC, using FP4 (125 ASA) that I have found suitable are of the order of 4 seconds at f/2. However, much depends not only upon how
bright the NLC is, relative to the sky background, but how bright the sky itself is. In other words, 4 sec @ f/2 may be suitable around 11pm, but 15 sec may be
required at 1am, due to the sun being at its maximum distance below the horizon.

Suitable films are almost limitless - Kodachrome 64, any of the Ektachromes, Kodacolor (VR100 etc), Plus-X, or equivalent films from other manufacturers. In
effect, any film that you would normally have in your camera will just about do.

Perseid report 1983
by Alastair McBeath

The observers in the Northern Network [1] have surpassed themselves this year for observations over the period of the Perseids. It has been a summer for
breaking records for the North, with almost 50 observers active at various times - including 5 observing teams - who spotted 4368 meteors (of which 3130 were
Perseids) in 323.25 man-hours of watching. Observations are to hand from every night from July 31-Aug 1 until 14-15 Aug, with observers active on 29-30 July,
16-17 and 18-19 Aug too, although only very briefly on the latter night. A list of all the observers, together with a sketch map (on the cover) showing their
observing sites follows:

Table I     Northern Network Perseid Observers 1983 
-------     --------------------------------------- 
 
1.   Aberdeen:        J. McNichol (P) 
2.   Ae:              R. McNaught (P), D. Waldron (P). 
3.   Banchory:        A. Thomson. 
4.   Bishop Auckland: Newcastle A.S. - P. Allen, A. Charles, J. Lashley, 
                      M. Robson, A. Tomaney, P. Wiblin. 
5.   Campbeltown:     N. Bone.(P). 
6.   Cockburnspath:   J. Cleghorn (P). 
7.   Dundee:          Dundee A.S. - R. Peter, G. Young, T. Ferrie, 
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                      C. Steele (P), F. Vincent (P). 
8.   Edinburgh:       D. Gavine (P), J. Heeley, T. Lloyd-Evans, J. Shepherd, 
                      G. Taylor, T. Markham. 
9.   Fraserburgh:     Fraserburgh Academy A.C. (P) - R. Barbour, N. Cardno, 
                      M. Gilland, S. Hood, K. McLeman, N. Misselbrook, 
                      L. Robertson, M. Smith, W. Watt, C. West. 
10.  Haddington:      Harperdean team (P) - F. Cameron, J. Farquharson, 
                      R. Hart, N. Jenkinson, S. Urquhart, S. Wood. 
11.  Kirkcudbright:   G. Ramsay. 
12.  Largs:           ASTRA (P) - J. Bonsor et. al. 
13.  Morpeth:         K. Blaylock, A. McBeath. 
14.  Peebles:         M. Dickson (P). 
15.  Stirling:        A. Smeaton (P). 

Notes: Numbers in left-hand column refer to the map localities. (P) indicates that the team or individual attempted photography during the project. The rest were
visual observers only. The Newcastle observers, G. Ramsay, C. Steele and F. Vincent observed from several sites, the location given here is where most of their
observations were made.

It is very pleasing to see so many new observers in this year's project, and they will doubtless have gained much experience of observing through their work this
summer. It is also encouraging to have more observers in the western part of the network. Thanks are due to all who took the trouble to do the meteor watches to
provide the data for this report. As usual, the observed rates have been corrected for various adverse observational factors, to compute the ideal or zenithal
hourly rates which are used in the analysis.

Other showers
Although the main emphasis in this year's summer project was on the Perseids, there are other showers active at the same time. Owing to the presence of the full
moon in late July this year, most of these southern showers were effectively ruined observationally, and only a few meteors of these streams were recorded. As a
result of the low numbers see, no accurate rate curves or magnitude distribution graphs can be drawn up; it is always useful, however, to have these observations
for reference in future years. Brief descriptions of these showers follows:

δ-Aquarids

The southern component maximum was missed due to moonlight this year, and insufficient observations are available to definitely confirm the northern
component maximum, due around Aug 7. The δ-Aquarids will form the main part of next year's summer project, however, as the Perseids will be badly affected
by a full moon. The brightest δ-Aquarid seen was a -4 at 0001 UT on 11-12 Aug.

ι-Aquarids, Capricornids, α-Capricornids

Only very small numbers of these were seen, as very often happens with showers with southerly declinations when observed from the north. No meteors
brighter than magnitude -1 were seen from any of these showers.
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α-Cygnids, α-Aurigids, κ-Cygnids

Again, low numbers of these were spotted, the α-Cygnids chiefly in the opening week of August, the α-Aurigids into the second week, and the κ-Cygnids in
mid-August. The α-Aurigids are, of course, active until about the end of October, and low rates of perhaps one or two meteors per hour might be seen until then.

One or two other minor showers - the Lacertids and γ-Draconids - are active at this time too, but few of these were reported this year. Several observers also
noted some meteors as appearing to come from the postulated Cepheid radiant, near π Cephei [2], although naturally, many more observations over the years
will be required to definitely confirm or deny the existence of this stream.

Perseids

Pre-maximum, 29-30 July - 10-11 Aug.

Most of the observers in the north were active at some point during this period, and although poor weather prevented any observations on 30-31 July, and
prevented accurate rates from being calculated for 31 July-1 Aug, the rates curve for the opening fortnight of the Perseids shows the normal slow, steady rise
from a ZHR of 8.6 ± 3.8 on 29-30 July to 18.3 ± 4.6 on 9-10 Aug. Minor variations in this rise may be due to observational error, poor observing conditions or
higher particle density of the Perseid meteoroid stream at these points. The 10-11 Aug shows the distinct "knee" in the Perseid curve, as the rates rapidly
increase towards maximum. ZHRs of up to 42.9 ± 11.5 occurred on this night. Several bright or interesting meteors occurred during this initial period:

Date         UT    Mag  Shower  Observers             Remarks 
----         --    ---  ------  ---------             ------- 
6-7   Aug   2312   -7    Per    AMcB                  4-sec train 
6-7   Aug   2348   -8    Per    AMcB                  2.5-sec tr. 
8-9   Aug   2301   -3    Per    AS FV CS AT NB?       5-sec tr. 
10-11 Aug   2214   -5    Per    N/c AS AHcB NB FV     5-sec tr. 

Maximum: build-up and decline (11-12 - 13-14 Aug)

Virtually all the Northern Network's observers were out on at least one night over this maximum period, and about 73 % (2271 meteors) were spotted during this
time. The weather over maximum was somewhat unsettled in places, with few observers escaping without some cloud at times. Many observers, however, did
get good, clear skies for at least part of their watches, enabling more accurate rates to be derived, and of course larger numbers of meteors to be seen. ZHRs of
up to 55.1 ± 13.4 were obtained on 11-12 Aug, and these had fallen back to 53.3 ± 8.7 by the 13-14. Peak rates were expected at 00h on 12-13 Aug [3], and
analysis of the results indicates that the highest results were observed about an hour before this - which shows high accuracy in the prediction. The highest ZHR
was 82.4 ± 13.7 on 12-13, although ZHRs of over 70 were obtained that night. The brightest meteors and their observers for the nights around maximum follow:

Date         UT    Mag  Shower  Observers             Remarks 
----         --    ---  ------  ---------             ------- 
12-13 Aug   2255   -4   Per     NB N/c AS Astra JW    3s tr, flaring, yellow 
12-13       2314   -6?  Per     AMcB NB               widely seen in N. 
12-13       2336  -12   Per  AMcB NB               behind trees 
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12-13       2340   -7   Per AMcB NB               7s tr. blue. 
12-13       0051   -8   Per JW                    25s tr. 
12-13       0121   -8   Per  AMcB + poss. FV       4s tr. 
                                  MD TF CS 
12-13       0151   -8   Per     N/clAS JW TF Astra    15s tr. 
12-13       0155  -11   Per     CS TF AMcN N/clAS NB  7s tr. blue. 
13-14       2247   -4   Per     JW CS NB AS           5s tr. 
13-14       0158   -9   Per     AMcB                  4s tr. 

Post-maximum, 14-15 Aug onward.

After maximum night had passed, the number of active observers here in the north dropped off about as fast as the Perseid rates. From about 70 % of the
observers watching on the 12-13, by the 14-15 (the last really clear night anywhere in the north for the project) only 6 % of them were left. After 16-17 Aug the
weather and the moon combined to prevent any significant observations from being obtained. The highest ZHRs on 14-15 Aug were 32 ± 7.8, which then fell
away steeply to only 8.8 ± 3.3 by the 16-17. Two especially bright objects were seen on 14-15, at 2255 UT a -14 Perseid was seen only a quarter of a second
after a -6 Perseid appeared. The -14 left a 15-second train. The second object was a -8 sporadic, which left a brief train and was orange in colour. Both were seen
by AMcB.

Photographic successes

The list of observers shows those who attempted photography during the project (denoted by 'P'). Over 75 hours of exposures have been contributed - mostly on
Ilford HP5 400 ASA black and white film - which has so far produced some 37 meteor trails, some of these from more than one location. At present, analysis of
this data is still continuing, and more details will be available later. Many thanks go to all those who attempted photography of the Perseids this year, whether
successful or not.

Magnitude distribution and train data

As well as information on the meteor rates, observers provided useful information on the magnitudes and associated ionisation trains of Perseids and sporadics
(see graphs 2 and 3). The magnitude distribution histograms illustrate the fact that the Perseids are generally brighter than sporadics - a fact which observers
should be able to corroborate from their own recollections. The average Perseid magnitude was 1.5, that of sporadics over the same period, 2.8.

Train data was provided by some observers, which was gratifying to see, as it is very useful, especially when one gets to grips with problems such as the nature
of the material within meteor streams. About 5.8 % of sporadics showed trains for the period in question, compared with 33 % of Perseids. More bright Perseids
than faint showed trains, and the brighter the meteor, the longer the train lasts. (see graphs 4 and 5).

The graphs show the relationship between the magnitudes of Perseids and their train durations (given in seconds), and between the magnitude and the
percentage of trained meteors, by way of illustrating the above points.

With the huge success that the Northern Network has had for the Perseids, it is hoped that showers later on this year and into next will be well observed, despite
the cold conditions which will doubtless prevail. There are only two major showers well placed for observation in the rest of 1983: the Taurids (Oct 20 to
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Nov 30, maximum of about a week centred on Nov 3), which have their peak near New Moon; and the Geminids (Dec 7-15, maximum Dec 14d 04h-05h) [4]
which should come to maximum just after First Quarter Moon, and should thus be favourably placed for observations in the late evening to early morning hours.
Any observers requiring information or advice on these or other meteor topics should contact Neil Bone or the JAS or BAA Meteor Section Directors. If anyone
still has results to forward will they please send them in with all speed.

Once again, many thanks to all those who have contributed results, and my especial thanks go to Neil Bone for all his help in the compilation of this report.
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Figure 2

Figure 3
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Figure 4
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Figure 5

The Calton Hill observatories, Part 6
by D. Gavine

Piazzi Smyth's main contributions to astronomy were not made during the long hours of routine drudgery at the observatory, but in his spare time, especially
during the long summer vacations when he was able to escape from the mists and smoke of Edinburgh. In 1851 he accompanied Dr T. R. Robinson of Armagh
to see the total solar eclipse in Norway, but it was overcast. Piazzi, however, observed the changes in sky coloration and produced some paintings, one of them
of the locals fleeing in disorder during the darkness. At Goteborg other observers from Edinburgh - John Adie (optician), William Swan (mathematics teacher),
Robert Chambers (historian) and Edward Lane (advocate) were more successful. In the same year Piazzi tried to observe the sun's corona using a velvet-lined
projection box and occulting spheres intercepting the cone of light within the refractor, then again using a tin disc mounted on the Nelson Monument, but he
soon realised that the pink fringes he saw were not the real thing, and he suggested that a mountain-top site might be more productive.

He was already aware of the clear air of mountain tops from his days at the Cape, as indeed Sir Isaac Newton had been over a century earlier, so he decided to
mount a scientific expedition to the Peak of Tenerife. He obtained a £500 grant from the Treasury, borrowed a large collection of instruments from friends and
from the observatory, including the Sheepshanks refractor, and sailed in the yacht 'Titania' in May 1856. It was also his honeymoon! Fortunately his wife Jessie
was interested in astronomy and assisted with the observations.

They spent the summer examining planets, double stars, the solar spectrum, polarisation and colours of the sky, zodiacal light, and obtained a fair estimate of the
radiant heat we receive from the moon, using a crude thermopile device. Infra-red astronomers at ROE therefore regard Piazzi Smyth as one of their pioneers.
The Smyths also kept magnetic, geological, botanical and meteorological records, and even examined the wind-blown dust of the island with microscopes. The
results were presented in ten manuscript volumes (preserved at the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh) to the Royal Society, of which Piazzi was elected a Fellow in
1857, but a popular account was offered to the public in an entertaining book, Teneriffe, An Astronomer's Experiment, or Specialities of a Residence above the
Clouds, London 1858). A copy of this is in the Library at Calton Hill. It is illustrated with a selection of stereo photographs, of remarkable quality for the time,
from the full collection of plates which is preserved at the Royal Society of Edinburgh.

In 1859 Piazzi went to the famous Imperial Observatory of Pulkovo, near St Petersburg (Leningrad) to discuss various astronomical problems with Struve, and
in 1864 he went to Egypt to study the Great Pyramid. This was one of his obsessions - "Pyramidology" - the belief that laws of mathematics and physics are
mystically hidden in the dimensions of the pyramid. These notions are still around today, in the cheap literature of pseudo-science. He had to devise a different
scale of mensuration, and a few of his wooden rulers, marked in "pyramid inches", are preserved at ROE. The Treasury refused financial aid for the Pyramid
expedition, and the Royal Society declined to publish his papers, so Piazzi, outraged at the Society's apparent hostility to honest scientific research, resigned his
Fellowship, one of the very few ever to have given up this high honour. However, pyramid surveys managed to find their way into Volume 13 of Edinburgh
Astronomical Observations (1868-69), (also in Calton Hill Library). Piazzi even took to wearing a red fez.

In 1870 Piazzi moved from the small house at 1 Hillside Crescent to larger premises at 15 Royal Terrace, from whose top storey he gained a fine view to the
north, to study the sky colours, noctilucent cloud and aurora. He examined the spectrum of a great auroral display on February 4 1872 (see Nature vol 5 1872),
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taking care to point out (not for the first time), that he had to purchase the small spectroscope out of his own pocket - his "miserable pittance" of an allowance
would not stretch to a decent instrument.

In 1872 he examined the spectrum of the Zodiacal Light at Palermo, and in 1877-78, with his wife's assistance, he mapped a large number of lines in the solar
spectrum, for which he was awarded the Makdougall-Brisbane Prize of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. He did further work on the sun from Madeira in 1880,
and collaborated with Alexander Stewart Herschel (an eminent meteor observer, grandson of Sir William and son of Sir John) on examining the spectra of gases
under low pressures in discharge tubes. He described also the "rain band": absorption lines in the daylight sky spectrum which interested meteorologists as a
predictor of rain. (see Weather vol. 36 part 5, May 1981, for a recent assessment of this).

Piazzi Smyth's verbose writings are vast in variety and number, and although he became stone deaf, he was so talkative that others could hardly get a word in
edgeways - or rather, try to communicate by the writing tablet he carried about. Sir Robert Ball, on a visit to Edinburgh described in his Reminiscences, had
Piazzi's non-stop eloquence drowned out by the fearful racket of the induction coil by which he sparked his discharge tubes, so neither of them could understand
a word of the other.

The eccentric, talented Astronomer Royal was liked and admired by his astronomical colleagues, but was a thorn in the flesh of officialdom, because despite his
public protestations his Calton Hill Observatory was in a state of serious decline. It had been neglected financially for years by the government and was of no
interest to the University. By 1875 it seemed that the days of the Royal Observatory were numbered.

(To be continued).

Buying a telescope
by Gavin Ramsay

The first thought to come into my mind after being told that I had been left some money by a recently deceased friend, was to buy a telescope. I thought that this
would be a fairly easy operation - this was not to be, I already owned a 4½-inch reflector on an equatorial and I was thinking along the lines of an 8-inch on the
same kind of mount. Astrophotography was beginning to sound interesting. I had seen some excellent photos taken through amateur scopes in American
magazines (when I say 'amateur' I am thinking of telescopes in the 6 to 18-inch range, telescopes around 12-inch are quite common over there). Before starting
to take pictures I would first need a camera, so I bought a Pentax K.

I had sent away for some leaflets and was amazed at the different kinds of telescope and accessories they advertised. There were a limited number of
Newtonians, but they sent a lot of information on Celestron Schmidt-Cassegrains. At the time I wasn't too overwhelmed by them - they had certain advantages -
a lot of photographic attachments, and compact and light for their aperture. The only thing which didn't appeal was the fork mount. Some Newtonians were too
heavy and long, difficult to get into the house. As well as the many different telescopes available, there were all sorts of eyepieces at various prices.

After sending for some leaflets from Astro Systems I found the very telescope - an 8-inch Celestron on an equatorial, which included a number of photographic
accessories. This seemed a bargain, being only slightly dearer than the normal Celestron itself.
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At the grand old age of sixteen I realise that I am very lucky. Most people have to wait years before they can afford to buy a telescope of this nature. Many make
their own because it is much cheaper than buying one. Let's hope that after some practice I can take some good pictures.


